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BACK IN BLOOM
Bord Bia Bloom returns next June Bank Holiday Weekend. Be part 
of the celebration by joining us as a sponsor at Ireland’s favourite 
family, food and gardening festival.

Over the last two years we’ve kept the Bloom brand to the fore 
through dynamic digital campaigns such as #BloomAtHome and ‘Easy 
Steps to Dream Gardens’. Now we are thrilled to return to our roots in 
the Phoenix Park, Dublin for our first in-person event since 2019.

People are at the heart of Bloom – from the talented garden 
designers and landscape architects who create our signature show 
gardens to the many loyal sponsors and exhibitors who return time 
and again to support us in staging the country’s premier lifestyle 
event. Together we put on a show like no other – a colourful and 
creative family festival attracting thousands of visitors and delivering 
media coverage worth millions.

When you join the Bloom family as a sponsor you become an 
integral part of this success story. Bord Bia Bloom offers brands and 
organisations an unparalleled opportunity to engage with thousands 
of visitors onsite over the five days of the festival and through the 
widespread media coverage in the build up to, during, and following 
the event.

When you participate in Bloom you can rest assured that the health 
and safety of all visitors and staff remains our top priority and Bord Bia 
will be monitoring ongoing public health advice to produce an event 
that provides Bloom fans with a format they know and love.

Our hard-working and inventive team are on-hand to support you 
through every step of the sponsorship process, working closely with 
you to create an innovative platform to promote your message to 
customers and stakeholders. 

Talk to the team today to learn how we can help you create a 
standout experience for your organisation and your customers at 
Bord Bia Bloom 2022.

President Michael D Higgins and Sabina Higgins with garden designer 
Maeve O’Neill at the Grounded – Growing Conversations Around Mental 
Illness Show Garden, sponsored by Janssen in partnership with Aware and 
See Change, at Bord Bia Bloom 2019.



Garden designer Monty Richardson in the  
Blackwater Gin Garden at Bord Bia Bloom 2019.



GARDENS GALORE
Bord Bia Bloom’s stunning show gardens, 
designed by leading Irish and international 
garden designers, are the jewel in the crown 
of the festival each year. The show gardens 
are joined by a sculpture garden and the bijou 
postcard gardens, providing an abundance of 
inspiration for horticulture enthusiasts.

FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD
Bord Bia works with more than 100 Irish food 
and drink producers to bring the best food 
our island offers to The Food Village and 
Bloom Inn. The Love Irish Food pavilion, BBQ 
Bliss @ Bloom, and Outdoor Catering Zone 
are also a huge hit with visitors.

FUN FOR THE KIDS
With Margaret’s Fun on the Farm, Scientific 
Sue, ClapHandies, the Children’s Books 
Ireland Book Clinic, Barretsown Kids’ Stage, 
Cool Food School and more, there is plenty 
to entertain kids in the Food Dudes Kids Zone.

THE NATION’S FAVOURITE DAY OUT
Bord Bia Bloom will return in triumphant style next June Bank Holiday Weekend with  

its winning mix of flowers, food and family fun. The 2022 features include:



THAT’S ENTERTAINMENT
Visitors can see Ireland’s top chefs in action at 
the hugely popular Bord Bia Quality Kitchen, 
catch thought-provoking debates on the 
GIY Food Matters Stage, and pick up clever 
horticulture tips at the Garden Expert Stage. 
Live music from youbloomDublin and live 
TV and radio broadcasts from RTÉ keep the 
entertainment flowing.

RETAIL THERAPY
There is much to tempt shoppers in the Floral 
& Nursery Pavilion, Quality Mark Plant Village, 
Grand Pavilion, Outdoor Retail Area, Irish 
Craft Village, and Botanical and Floral Art 
Exhibition.

HOSPITALITY
From leisurely lunches in the Bloom Bistro 
Restaurant and Seafood Bar to the Bord Bia 
Bloom evening event, there is no shortage of 
hospitality options at the festival.* 

* Subject to Government guidelines.



2019 MEDIA COVERAGE

1,139 articles  
and features  
across print,  

digital, broadcast 
and social media

122 million reach €5.3m worth  
of coverage

2019 VISITOR NUMBERS & RATINGS
Over 115,000 people attended the last live Bord Bia Bloom event in the Phoenix Park.

115,000 visitors

were very satisfied or satisfied with Bord Bia Bloom

99.5%

think Bord Bia Bloom is good value for money

94%

will return

86%

27% 73% 
Male Female

45% 
Families  

with children

36% 
55 and over

71% 
ABC1

€8.74m  
Visitor spend

64% 
54 and under

BORD BIA BLOOM MARKETING CHANNELS

Bord Bia Bloom  
2019 Show Guide 

12,500

Bord Bia Bloom  
2019 Pocket Guide 

110,000

Club Bloom Ezines 
7,000+ Database, GDPR 

Approved

Facebook 
40.1k

Twitter 
15.6k

Instagram 
11.3k



Aisling Larkin of Foodoppi entertains the crowds at the Healthy Way show garden, 
sponsored by Healthy Ireland and Food Dudes, at Bord Bia Bloom 2019.



SPONSOR A  
SHOW GARDEN

See our Bord Bia Bloom Show Garden  
Sponsorship Deck for more details  

about sponsoring one of our  
prestigious show gardens.

SPONSOR AN 
EXISTING FEATURE

Talk to our Sponsorship Team  
to learn more about the features  

available for sponsorship  
at Bord Bia Bloom 2022.

CREATE A NEW 
EXPERIENCE

Get in touch with us now  
to find out how we can work 
closely with you to build new 

experiences for your brand  
at the 2022 show.

SPONSORSHIP TAILORED  
TO YOUR BRAND

The Bord Bia Bloom Sponsorship Team custom-builds every brand experience  
specifically for each sponsor, working closely with organisations  

to create unique features that deliver on their marketing objectives.  
There are three ways you can work with us to create  

standout opportunities at Bord Bia Bloom 2022.



WHAT CAN BLOOM DO FOR YOU?
When you join Bord Bia Bloom as a sponsor you will align  
your brand with Ireland’s most prestigious lifestyle event.  

The festival offers you a platform to:

PROMOTE YOUR BRAND

Whether you come on 
board as a show garden 
sponsor or work with 
us to create an exciting 
new feature, Bord Bia 
Bloom offers you a blank 
canvas to promote your 
brand in a highly creative 
manner. The festival is an 
ideal springboard for new 
campaigns, competitions 
and promotions.

ENGAGE CUSTOMERS 

With tens of thousands 
of visitors attending every 
day, Bord Bia Bloom offers 
you a prime opportunity 
to engage with consumers 
(71% ABC1), promote your 
message and brand values, 
and capture data to grow 
your customer database.

SAMPLE PRODUCTS

Bord Bia Bloom is the 
ideal setting for product 
sampling. Just make sure 
you bring enough to tempt 
thousands of visitors!  

TARGET THE MEDIA

Bord Bia Bloom is hugely 
popular with the regional, 
national and international 
media, garnering €5.3m 
worth of coverage in 2019. 
As a show garden sponsor 
you have the opportunity 
to reach out to journalists 
and host photocalls during 
the Bord Bia Bloom Media 
Day on the eve of the 
festival.

ENTERTAIN CUSTOMERS 
& STAKEHOLDERS

Sponsors are offered 
the opportunity to host 
breakfast events or evening 
receptions in the Bord 
Bia Bloom show garden 
area*. Our Bord Bia Bloom 
Sponsorship Team will 
work hand-in-hand with 
you on the event but 
please note, availability is 
limited and sponsors will 
be accommodated on 
a first come, first served 
basis.

* Subject to Government guidelines.



Q&A
FBD Insurance has proudly supported Bord Bia 
Bloom for the last three live events. We asked 
Andrea Bland, Commercial Business and Life and 
Pensions Segment Marketing Manager, about 
the company’s experience at the event.

What does your sponsorship at Bord Bia Bloom 
involve?
FBD have been proud to have a large show 
garden at Bord Bia Bloom for three years and 
we have worked with some amazingly talented 

garden designers to deliver on our brief. We have 
also supported local community gardens through 
our sponsorship of the postcard gardens feature. 
At each area we had a pagoda to activate our 
sponsorship where we could share handouts 
and goodies, meet new and existing customers, 
and give one lucky visitor the chance to win 
a fabulous prize of a holiday voucher worth 
€5,000. We also host a Sunday morning breakfast 
each year where we have entertained existing 
customers and partners.

‘ The Bord 
Bia Bloom 
team have 
always been 
a pleasure to 
work with.  
No problem  
is ever too  
big for them; 
they have 
always gone 
above and 
beyond to 
assist us.’

Andrea Bland 
Commercial Business  
and Life and Pensions Segment 
Marketing Manager,  
FBD Insurance

The FBD Insurance stand at the Postcard Gardens.



Why did you choose Bord Bia Bloom  
as a platform?
Bord Bia Bloom provided us with an opportunity 
to meet more of an urban market and talk to 
urban consumers who may not associate FBD as 
an insurer for them. We are known well in rural 
communities and have deep-rooted connections 
in the agri-industry, so coming on board as main 
commercial sponsor of Bord Bia Bloom allowed 
us to extend our brand presence along the 
eastern seaboard and meet a more urban-based 
consumer market.

How was your experience working with the 
Bord Bia Bloom team?
The Bord Bia Bloom team have always been 
a pleasure to work with. They are on hand to 
help guide us through the processes and best 
practices of the show, answer any questions,  
and assist in the garden designer selection.  
No problem is ever too big for them; they have 
always gone above and beyond to assist us  
from pre-show, during the show and after.  
They are friendly and approachable and operate 
a very professional and well-run show, which  
is a testament to all their hard work behind  
the scenes. 

How did the event go for you in 2019?
Bord Bia Bloom has always proved to be a very 
popular and successful show for FBD. We have 
gained great interaction with new and existing 
customers and everything ran smoothly.

Did it deliver on your objectives?
Bord Bia Bloom has helped us commercially 
work towards achieving our objectives each year 
and given us brand exposure to a market that 

we wanted to reach. It has also provided us with 
the platform to entertain and reward existing 
customers and maintain important relationships.

Would you recommend Bloom to other brands?
Absolutely! Everything about the event – from 
the location, running, and the crowds it attracts 
– gives any brand whether big, small, established 
or just starting out, a great platform to meet 
customers and promote their brand to a captive 
audience who are looking for inspiration, retail 
therapy or just a feel-good family day out.  
There is always a wonderful vibe at the show.  
It’s been a highlight of our calendar.

Do you have any advice for companies 
considering Bloom as a platform?
Give it your all! If you are going to do Bord Bia 
Bloom, do it to the best of your ability. There are 
a lot of retailers showcasing their products and 
services to an audience who want to purchase or 
are looking for inspiration so you must put your 
best foot forward. Above all, have fun! 

It’s a fabulous show with huge amounts of 
coverage and PR opportunities so leverage these 
opportunities via Bord Bia and work with them. 
The Bord Bia PR team are there to help each 
and every brand get the best out of their Bord 
Bia Bloom experience so talk to them, attend 
their workshops and become their friends! If 
you can find something unique or special about 
your presence at Bord Bia Bloom, let the team 
know. They work closely with the likes of RTÉ 
so opportunities do arise for exhibitors to get 
involved.

The FBD Insurance Urban Sanctuary Garden at 
Bord Bia Bloom 2019, designed by Kevin Dennis.



A TRULY UNIQUE EVENT  
THAT WE RECOMMEND

‘Bord Bia Bloom offers us a 
wonderful opportunity each year to 
really connect and engage with Irish 
consumers. It is truly unique event 
and gives us the chance to immerse 
visitors in our story of growing and 
biodiversity. Bloom is definitely a 
highlight in our calendar each year 
and we would recommend it to 
other Irish brands and businesses.’

Sinead Breen
Marketing Manager,  
Keelings

BLOOM GETS OUR MESSAGE  
OUT TO A WIDE AUDIENCE

‘Fingal County Council was very 
happy to be part of Bord Bia Bloom 
2019 and in particular to promote 
our pollinator-friendly initiatives 
through our gold medal winning 
Fingal Bee Positive Garden. Bord Bia 
Bloom 2019 allowed us to engage 
with a large number of people to 
get this important message to a 
wide audience. It was a very positive 
experience for us.’ 

Kevin J. Halpenny
Senior Parks Superindendent,  
Fingal County Council

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY  
TO REACH CONSUMERS

‘Bord Bia Bloom is a great 
opportunity to reach our 
consumers. It’s an opportunity  
for us to engage face-to-face  
with people who are stopping  
by our garden.’

Ciara Delaney
Marketing Coordinator,  
Lidl Ireland

SPONSOR FEEDBACK
Here’s what some of our loyal sponsors  

have to say about Bord Bia Bloom.

Keelings’ Strawberry Way



PREVIOUS SPONSORS
Some of Ireland’s leading brands have sponsored features  

at Bord Bia Bloom over the years. These include: 



JOIN US AT   
BLOOM

02-06 JUNE 2022

Talk to our Sponsorship Team  
to find out how we can work with you  

to create multifaceted sponsorship  
opportunities at Bord Bia Bloom 2022.

Kerrie Gardiner 
Bord Bia Bloom Show Garden Manager 
kerrie.gardiner@bloominthepark.com  

+353 86 130 4170

Sam Warbrick 
Bord Bia Bloom Sponsorship Manager 
sam.warbrick@bloominthepark.com 

+353 86 816 2309

bordbiabloom.com 
+353 1 295 8181
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